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Program Number: 1209
Presentation Time: 8:30 AM–8:45 AM
Characterization of a new RNA-binding protein Rbm24 in 
vertebrate eye development
Soma Dash1, Melinda K. Brastrom3, Diane Slusarski3, Salil Lachke1, 2. 
1Biological Sciences, University of Delaware, Newark, DE; 2Center 
for Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, University of 
Delaware, Newark, DE; 3Department of Biology, University of Iowa, 
Iowa City, IA.
Purpose: Recently we described three conserved RNA-binding 
proteins (RBPs) Tdrd7, Celf1 and Caprin2 that function in vertebrate 
lens development – findings that serve to indicate the importance 
of post-transcriptional control of gene expression in ocular cell 
differentiation. However, the significance of RBPs in early eye 
development remains unclear. Using the bioinformatics tool iSyTE 
(integrated Systems Tool for Eye gene discovery) we have identified 
a new RBP Rbm24 (RNA binding motif protein 24) whose expression 
is conserved in vertebrate eye development and suggestive of 
function in this process. In agreement with this prediction, we find 
that deficiency of Rbm24 in mouse and fish causes eye defects.
Methods: Targeted Rbm24 knockout mouse mutants and rbm24a 
morpholino-knockdown zebrafish morphants were generated 
and analyzed for eye abnormalities. Immunostaining with eye 
markers was performed to characterize ocular tissue. RNA 
immunoprecipitation (RIP) using Rbm24 antibody followed by RT-
qPCR on mouse eye tissue was carried out to investigate Rbm24-
associated RNA targets. TUNEL assay was performed to examine 
defects in apoptosis.
Results: Rbm24-/- mice exhibit unilateral anophthalmia (50% 
penetrance) and microphthalmia (100% penetrance) beginning at 
embryonic day (E) 11.5. rbm24a-knockdown in zebrafish causes 
microphthalmia. TUNEL assay suggests that Rbm24-/- mice exhibit 
apoptosis defects. Interestingly, severe down-regulation of the 
anophthalmia-linked protein Sox2 was observed in the optic vesicle 
and the overlying surface ectoderm in Rbm24-/- mice. Further, a 
second transcription factor involved in early eye development, Lhx2, 
as well as markers of lens epithelium (E-cad) and fibers (gamma-
crystallin) were also found to be down-regulated in Rbm24-/- ocular 
tissue. RIP assays indicated that Rbm24 binds directly to Sox2 and 
Lhx2 transcripts in wild-type E14.5 mouse eye tissue, suggesting that 
Rbm24 mediates direct control of key regulators in the eye.
Conclusions: We have identified a new RBP Rbm24 that functions in 
early eye development in vertebrates. Rbm24 regulates expression of 
the transcription factor Sox2, among other important ocular proteins, 
and its deficiency results in anophthalmia, microphthalmia and lens 
defects. In light of recent findings on other RBPs, these data suggest 
that conserved post-transcriptional gene expression regulators have 
evolved to control eye development in vertebrates.
Commercial Relationships: Soma Dash, None; 
Melinda K. Brastrom, None; Diane Slusarski, None; Salil Lachke, 
None
Support: NIH/NEI R01 EY021505, The Pew Charitable Trusts 
Scholars Program in Biomedical Sciences
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Presentation Time: 8:45 AM–9:00 AM
Loss of βA3/A1-crystallin in astrocytes lead to persistent fetal 
vasculature (PFV) by activating EGFR/mTORC1 signaling and 
inhibiting autophagy
Meysam Yazdankhah, Tianqi Luo, Imran A. Bhutto, Peng Shang, 
Subrata Mishra, Gerard A. Lutty, Stacey L. Hose, J. Samuel Zigler, 
Jr., Debasish Sinha. Ophthalmology, Wilmer Eye Institute, Johns 
Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD.
Purpose: Persistent fetal vasculature (PFV) is a human disease 
that results from failure of the fetal vasculature to regress normally. 
Nuc1 is a spontaneous mutation in the Cryba1 gene (encoding βA3/
A1-crystallin). We have previously shown that in Nuc1 rats, normal 
regression of the hyaloid artery is inhibited and astrocytes abnormally 
ensheath the retained artery. Moreover, the Nuc1 astrocytes show 
atypical migration and increased proliferation, compared to controls. 
In this study we have investigated the molecular mechanisms that 
control proliferation and migration of astrocytes in Nuc1 rats.
Methods: Astrocytes were isolated and expanded in culture from 
the optic nerve of Nuc1 and wild type (WT) rats. MTS and wound 
healing assays were performed to investigate proliferation and 
migration respectively. Western blotting and immunostaining 
were used to study epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)/ 
mammalian target of rapamycin, complex 1 (mTORC1) signaling in 
astrocytes. The rate of autophagosome formation and degradation 
was investigated by transiently transfecting astrocytes with a tandem 
fluorescently tagged LC3 (RFP-GFP-LC3).
Results: We found that loss of βA3/A1-crystallin leads to 
aggregation of astrocytes in Nuc1 retina. Cultured Nuc1 astrocytes 
proliferate and migrate faster than WT. EGFR/mTORC1 signaling 
pathway and positive regulators of cell cycle are upregulated in 
Nuc1 astrocytes. Moreover, inhibition of mTORC1 and EGFR 
by AZD8055 and Gefitinib, respectively, lead to blockage of 
proliferation and migration of astrocytes in vitro. Activation of 
mTORC1 inhibits autophagy in Nuc1 astrocytes. Furthermore, we 
found that the lysosomal-mediated clearance of autolysosomes and 
EGFR in Nuc1 is reduced compared to WT astrocytes.
Conclusions: Our studies provide evidence that loss of βA3/A1-
crystallin lead to abnormal proliferation and migration of astrocytes. 
Furthermore, impaired lysosomal function in Nuc1 astrocytes 
activates EGFR/mTORC1 signaling, exacerbating abnormal 
proliferation and migration. Our data suggests that inhibition of the 
EGFR/mTORC1 pathway may help to develop therapy for PFV, a 
blinding childhood disease with limited treatment options at present.
Commercial Relationships: Meysam Yazdankhah, None; 
Tianqi Luo, None; Imran A. Bhutto, None; Peng Shang, None; 
Subrata Mishra, None; Gerard A. Lutty, None; Stacey L. Hose, 
None; J. Samuel Zigler, Jr., None; Debasish Sinha, None
Support: This work was supported by funding from the National 
Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health EY019037 (DS) and 
Research to Prevent Blindness (an restricted grant to The Wilmer Eye 
Institute).
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Presentation Time: 9:00 AM–9:15 AM
The Long noncoding RNA p10540 regulates autophagy through 
LC3B during human lens development
Qiuli FU, Zhenwei Qin, Lifang Zhang, Ke Yao. Eye Center, the 2nd 
Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China.
Purpose: Long non coding RNAs (lncRNAs) have been reported 
to regulate autophagy in several biological processes. Studies 
showed that autophagy is essential in lens organelle degradation 
and in maintaining lens homeostasis. However, the involvement of 
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autophagy associated lncRNAs in lens is still elusive. We established 
an efficient system—“fried egg” method in vitro for lentoid body 
(LB) generation from human pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) during 
which human lens development in vivo is partially mimicked (ARVO 
2015, 2016 and IOVS revised). Thus, this study is to seek potential 
autophagy associated lncRNAs and their relative mechanisms in 
human lens development.
Methods: LBs were derived from human induced PSCs (iPSCs) 
using “fried egg” method. Expression of LC3B was examined 
in mouse embryonic lens and LBs using western blot and 
immunofluorescence assay. Autophagosome was analyzed by 
transmission electron microscope. Transcriptome of LBs versus 
iPSCs was examined through microarray analysis. Expressions 
of selected lncRNAs were verified and further analyzed in human 
embryonic lens, cataract patients’ capsules and human lens epithelial 
cells (HLECs) by real-time PCR. Finally, siRNA was used to 
investigate the function of lncRNA p10540 during autophagy process 
in HLECs.
Results: Expression pattern of LC3B in LBs on D18 and D21 was 
similar to those in mouse lens on E15.5 and P0, implicating that the 
autophagic activity during LB differentiation mimicked the situation 
in lens development in vivo. Typical autophagosome was observed 
in differentiating LBs. Among massive lncRNAs expressed with 
significant difference between iPSCs and LBs, lncRNA 10540, which 
was predicted to have co-relationship with the autophagy marker 
LC3B, highly expressed in differentiating lens fibers in LBs. This 
result was consistent with its high expression in human embryonic 
lens on W25-28 and in rapamycin treated HLECs, compared to 
those in ESCs and untreated HLECs. Furthermore, lncRNA p10540 
knockdown resulted in downregulation of LC3B, therefore inhibited 
autophagy process in HLCEs. Finally, lncRNA p10540 decreased 
along with age in human lens capsules, indicating its role in age-
related cataracts.
Conclusions: Our results identify lncRNA p10540, a potential 
autophagy regulator in organelle degradation during human lens 
development, highlighting the importance of lncRNAs in lens 
development.
Commercial Relationships: Qiuli FU, None; Zhenwei Qin, None; 
Lifang Zhang, None; Ke Yao, None
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Presentation Time: 9:15 AM–9:30 AM
Elimination of Mitochondria, Endoplasmic Reticulum and Golgi 
during lens cell differentiation to form the lens organelle-free 
zone requires the mitophagy protein BNIP3L and is regulated by 
the transcription factor HIF1a
Lisa A. Brennan1, Rebecca McGreal2, Caitlin Logan3, Ales Cvekl2, A 
Sue Menko3, Marc Kantorow1. 1Biomedical Sciences, Florida Atlantic 
University, Boca Raton, FL; 2Ophthalmology & Vis Sci & Genetics, 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, NY, NY; 3Pathology, Anatomy 
and Cell Biology, Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, PA.
Purpose: A key feature of lens cell differentiation is elimination 
of mitochondria and other organelles to form the transparent lens 
organelle-free zone (OFZ). The purpose of this study was to establish 
the proteins required for elimination of lens mitochondria during OFZ 
formation and the mechanisms regulating their function.
Methods: RNA sequencing and bioinformatic analysis was used to 
identify that the mitophagy protein BNIP3L/Nix and the transcription 
factor HIF1a exhibited increased expression patterns that coincided 
with OFZ formation. P1 and P14 lenses of BNIP3L knock-out mice 
were analyzed for elimination of mitochondria and other organelles 
by multicolor confocal immunohistochemistry and western analysis. 
Ex vivo cultured Day 10 embryonic chick lenses were exposed to 

a HIF1a stabilizer and analyzed for levels of HIF1a, BNIP3L and 
specific organelles markers by western analysis and multicolor 
confocal immunohistochemistry.
Results: BNIP3L and HIF1a exhibited their highest expression 
levels in fiber cells just prior to organelle loss, consistent with their 
involvement in the elimination of mitochondria and other organelles 
during lens cell differentiation. Deletion of BNIP3L resulted in 
retention of mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi 
during lens cell differentiation. Stabilization of HIF1a by cobalt 
chloride resulted in increased levels of HIF1a and increased BNIP3L 
expression in cultured embryonic chick lenses.
Conclusions: These data provide evidence for a novel pathway for 
elimination of mitochondria, ER and Golgi to form the lens OFZ 
that requires BNIP3L and that BNIP3L transcription is regulated by 
HIF1a in the lens. Since HIF1a has been previously shown to regulate 
transcription of BNIP3L and is negatively regulated by oxygen 
levels that are known to decrease from the outer to inner lens, the 
data suggest that decreased oxygen levels during lens differentiation 
regulate the transcriptional activation of BNIP3L by HIF1a that in 
turn mediates the degradation of mitochondria and other organelles to 
form the lens OFZ.
Commercial Relationships: Lisa A. Brennan, None; 
Rebecca McGreal, None; Caitlin Logan, None; Ales Cvekl, None; 
A Sue Menko, None; Marc Kantorow, None
Support: NIH/NEI EY02978 to Marc Kantorow
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High resolution confocal microscopy of potential newly described 
nuclear excisosomes in primate lenses
M J. Costello1, Ashik Mohamed2, Kurt Gilliland1, Sönke Johnsen3, 
Kevin Schey4. 1Cell Biology and Physiology, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC; 2Ophthalmic Biophysics, LV Prasad Eye 
Institute, Hyderabad, India; 3Biology, Duke University, Durham, NC; 
4Biochemistry, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN.
Purpose: The final stage of the formation of the organelle-free zone 
(OFZ) in vertebrate lenses involves the degradation of fiber cell 
nuclei. Recent reports (PLoS One 2016) of a specific organelle, the 
nuclear excisosome, proposed to degrade the nuclear envelope near 
the OFZ in chick embryo lenses suggests that this may be a general 
phenomenon that may also occur in primate lenses. Preliminary 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) data (ARVO2016 
E-Abstract 3076) showed a large membrane complex associated with 
monkey lens nuclei near the OFZ. Additional confocal microscopy 
evidence was sought to substantiate the proposal that primate lenses 
also employed the nuclear excisosome.
Methods: Transparent human donor lenses (India, n=3, ages 55, 
67, 70) and macaque monkey lenses (Vanderbilt, n=3, ages 8, 9, 13) 
were initially fixed in formalin then paraformaldehyde and stored in 
buffer until Vibratome sectioned and processed for TEM or confocal 
microscopy as reported previously. The confocal images were 
obtained with a Zeiss LSM880 with Airyscan on sections stained with 
DiI for membranes and DAPI for nuclei.
Results: Sections midway from the anterior pole to the equator 
displayed numerous nuclei near the OFZ in a narrow band about 100 
µm from the surface. These nuclei were in the remodeling zone where 
irregular cell shapes and interdigitations were prominent. Nuclei 
in this region had irregular shapes and displayed large spherical 
objects often about 3 µm in diameter, associated mainly with the 
tapered ends of nuclei and intensely labeled with DiI, consistent with 
the TEM data that showed large membrane complexes containing 
multilamellar lipid aggregates. These nuclei were distinct from nuclei 
in the epithelium or the bow region that had smooth contours and no 
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such associated objects. Within about 10 fiber cell layers deeper, no 
intact nuclei were visible. In this region, small DAPI stained nuclear 
degradation remnants, about 200 nm in diameter, were visible.
Conclusions: Nuclear degradation in primate lenses occurred in the 
remodeling zone near the OFZ over a very narrow band of about 10 
cell layers. Intact nuclei were often observed in direct contact with 
large spherical objects that contained multilamellar lipid and intense 
DiI fluorescence suggesting that these were nuclear excisosomes 
that rapidly degraded the nuclear envelope leading to loss of nuclei 
leaving only small nuclear fragments.
Commercial Relationships: M J. Costello, None; Ashik Mohamed, 
None; Kurt Gilliland, None; Sönke Johnsen, None; Kevin Schey, 
None
Support: NIH Grants EY008148 and EY008126
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Promoter-enhancer interactions and regulation of αA-crystallin 
locus during lens fiber cell differentation
Rebecca McGreal, Louise Wolf, Ales Cvekl. Ophthalmology and 
Genetics, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, NY.
Purpose: Gene regulatory networks allow system level control 
of key cellular processes including differentiation. Lens fiber 
differentiation is strictly controlled through temporal and spatial 
organization of gene expression, including crystallin genes. However, 
3D-organization of active genes within the nuclei is not known. αA-
crystallin (Cryaa) ranks among the most abundantly expressed lens 
genes and proteins. The 16kb Cryaa locus is characterized by a lens-
specific chromatin domain marked by two “outside” enhancers, 5’-
DCR1 and 3’-DCR3. We hypothesize that the Cryaa locus is involved 
in multiple inter- and extra-genic interactions that are temporally 
regulated and show tissue-specific patterns.
Methods: Chromosome conformation capture (3C) was used to map 
intragenic 3D-organization, i.e. DNA looping, of Cryaa locus of 
mouse lens, heart, and forebrain at stages E14.5, E15.5, E16.5, E17.5, 
and P1. Cell cycle synchronized αTN4 and mouse embryonic stem 
(ES) cells were also examined. ChIP-seq data on histone H3K4me1- 
and PolII-enriched enhancers in lens and forebrain were used to aid 
data interpretation. Transgenic mice were generated to determine 
the function of DCR1 as a “core” enhancer and of 2kb 5’-extended 
DCR1.
Results: In lens, strong DNA looping was detected between the 
promoter and DCR1, most abundant at E17.5 and least at E14.5. 
Interestingly, this loop was also found in non-lens tissues, albeit with 
much lower abundance. No loops in the Cryaa locus were found in 
ES cell chromatin. In contrast, no evidence for significant promoter/
DCR3 looping was obtained although another loop outside the 
3’-boundary of the Cryaa locus was detected in different tissues. The 
DCR1/promoter loop apparently extends downstream corresponding 
with H3K4me1 and PolII occupied domains. Transgenic studies 
suggest the extended DCR1 region may play a role in early 
expression of Cryaa in lens.

Conclusions: Altered interactions between different portions of the 
Cryaa locus suggest dynamic changes in chromatin organization 
throughout development. DCR1 is a “core” enhancer region flanked 
by a 3’-extension (~1.5kb). Ongoing experiments aim to find whether 
enhancer transcription (eRNA) occurs at DCR1 and identify novel 
regulatory factors that bind and regulate the Cryaa locus. These 
data lay the foundation for understanding molecular basis of lens 
development and gene regulation through 3D-organization of lens 
chromatin.
Commercial Relationships: Rebecca McGreal; Louise Wolf, 
None; Ales Cvekl, None
Support: R01 EY014237
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Presentation Time: 10:00 AM–10:15 AM
The Klotho- related KLPH/Lctl is highly expressed in lens 
epithelium and is required for expression of Clic5 and normal 
suture formation in mouse lens
Jianguo Fan, Joshua Lerner, Philip Cai, Lijing Dong, 
Graeme Wistow. MSFG, National Eye Institute, Bethesda, MD.
Purpose: KLPH (Lctl) belongs to the Klotho gene family that is 
implicated in aging. KLPH is highly and preferentially expressed in 
the lens. Our goal is to examine its localization and provide insight 
on how it functions in the lens.
Methods: KLPH expression in mouse lens was localized by in situ 
hybridization, immuno-staining and western blotting. The murine 
KLPH gene locus was deleted by homologous recombination. 
Effects of KLPH deletion on the lens were examined using through-
the-lens and live lens imaging with light and confocal fluorescence 
microscopy. Effects of KLPH deletion on gene expression in lens 
were examined by RNA-seq.
Results: KLPH is a 70 kDa protein that forms a disulfide-linked 
dimer. KLPH mRNA and protein expression were localized to the 
lens epithelium and superficial fiber cells. KLPH protein was also 
found in both lens epithelia and lens fibers. Deletion of KLPH led to 
altered suture formation in the young mouse lenses, similar to models 
of defective planar cell polarity (PCP) in lens, and defective focusing 
in the aged mouse lenses. RNA-seq and western blotting showed that 
KLPH deletion led to complete loss of expression of Clic5, a putative 
chloride channel that is associated with cilia. Immunolabeling of 
Clic5 in wild type lens epithelium whole mount showed that Clic5 is 
localized to the fiber cell cilia.
Conclusions: These data suggest that KLPH has a lens-preferred role 
as an important regulator of normal lens fiber organization, and that it 
acts through tissue-specific regulation of Clic5.
Commercial Relationships: Jianguo Fan, None; Joshua Lerner, 
None; Philip Cai, None; Lijing Dong, None; Graeme Wistow, 
None


